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Virtual states of light non-Borromean halo nuclei
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It is shown that three-body non-Borromean halo nuclei like12Be, 18C, 20C, considered as neutron-neutron-
core systems, havep-wave virtual states with energy of about 1.7 times the corresponding neutron-core binding
energy. We use a renormalizable model that guarantees the general validity of our results in the context of short
range interactions.

PACS number~s!: 27.20.1n, 21.10.Dr, 21.45.1v, 24.30.Gd
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Halo nuclei offer the opportunity to study few-body a
pects of the nuclear interaction with their peculiar three-bo
phenomena. Recently, attention was drawn to the possib
of existing Efimov states@1# in such systems, because som
halo nuclei can be viewed as a three-body system, with
loosely bound neutrons and a core@2–4#. It was suggested
@5# that 18C and 20C are promising candidates to have E
mov states. In Ref.@6#, by considering the critical condition
to allow the existence of one Efimov state and using
experimental values for the neutron separation ener
(19C1n and 18C12n) given in Ref.@7#, it was concluded
that 20C could have such a state.

The weakly bound Efimov states@1# appear in the zero
angular momentum state of a three boson system. The n
ber of states, condensing at zero energy, grows to infinity
the pair interactions are just about to bind two particles in
s wave. Such states are loosely bound and their wave fu
tions extend far beyond those of normal states. If such st
exist in nature they will dominate the low-energy scatter
of one of the particles with the bound-state of the remain
two particles. Such states have been studied in severa
merical model calculations@5,8,9#. There were theoretica
searches for Efimov states in atomic and nuclear syst
without a clear experimental signature of their occurren
@10–12#.

The physical picture underlying such phenomena is
lated to the unusually large size of these light three-bo
halo nuclei. The core can be assumed to be structure
@5,13# considering that the radius of the neutron halo is mu
greater than the radius of the core. The large size scale o
orbit of the outer neutrons in halo nuclei comes from t
small neutron separation energies, characterizing a we
bound few-body system. Thus, the detailed form of
nuclear interaction is not important, which provides the s
tem with universal properties, as long as certain phys
scales are known@6#. This situation allows the use of con
cepts considered in short-range interactions.

In the limit of a zero-range interaction, the three-bo
system is parameterized by the physical two-body and th
body scales. In the renormalization approach of the quan
mechanical many-body model with thes-wave zero-range
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force, the knowledge of physical information~one from three
body and another from two body! can well describe all the
low-energy properties of the three-body system@14#. The
three-body input can be chosen as the experimental gro
state binding energy. All the detailed information about t
short-range force, beyond the low-energy two-body obse
ables, is retained in only one three-body physical inform
tion, in the limit of the zero-range interaction. The sensitiv
of the three-body binding energy to the interaction proper
comes from the collapse of the system in the limit of ze
range force. This is known as the Thomas effect@15#.

The three-body scale vanishes as a physical paramet
the angular momentum or the symmetries do not allow
simultaneous presence of the particles close to each othe
three-bodyp-wave states, the centrifugal barrier forbid th
third particle to be close to the interacting pair~where the
pair is supposed to be interacting through thes-wave poten-
tial!. Consequently, the third particle just notices t
asymptotic wave of the interacting pair, which is defined
a two-body physical scale. In these states, the system is
sensitive to the three-body scale. The observables of
three-body system, in states that have nonzero angular
mentum, are only determined by two-body scales. We lo
for special possibilities in thep wave like the virtual state.
The trineutron system in thep wave presents a peculiar po
in the second energy sheet@16,17#, when the neutron-neutron
(n2n) is artificially bound. The value of the pole scales wi
the binding energy of the fictitiousn2n system, as this is the
only scale of the three-body system@17#. In principle, the
existence of one virtual state in three-body halo nuclei s
tems inp wave is not forbidden. If such a state exists, it w
depend exclusively on the two-body scales namely, the b
ing energy of the neutron to the core and then2n virtual
state energy.

In this work, we search for the virtual state of the thre
body halo nuclei inp waves. We consider the zero-rang
model that is well defined inp waves. The inputs are th
energy of the bound state of the neutron to the core and
n2n virtual state energy. We look for weakly boundn-core
systems; in particular, we examine12Be (10Be12n), 18C
(16C12n), and 20C (18C12n). The zero-range model equa
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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tion is analytically continued to the second energy shee
the complex plane. There, we search the solution of the
mogeneous equation. In the case of Borromean halo nu
such as11Li, our method does not work. However, in th
case, to get rid of the virtual state, the10Li ( 9Li1n) is arti-
ficially bound, in order to allow the analytical continuation
the second energy sheet through the elastic cut.

The nuclei 12Be, 18C, and 20C have an interesting non
Borromean nature with strongn2n pairing in the ground
state. Specifically,12Be is $O1,23.6 ms, En53169 KeV%,
18C is $O1,95 ms, En54180 KeV%, and 20C is
$O1, ?, En53340 KeV%, where the first number is the spi
parity of the ground state, the second is the mean lifeti
and the third is the neutron separation energy. The lifetim
20C, shown by a question mark, is not available. The nu
bers should be compared to the one-neutron-less isoto
11Be, 17C, and 19C, respectively, given by$1/21, 13.81 ms,
En5504 KeV%, $?, 193 ms, En5729 KeV%, and
$5/21(1/21), ?, En5160 ~530! KeV%. The number in the
parentheses, in19C, refers to the recent measurement of N
kamuraet al. @18#. Again, the question marks refer to resu
that are not available. The above nuclei are used to determ
the neutron-core binding energies in our calculations. N
that then2n pairing energies,Dnn , are in the range 2260
<Dnn<3400 KeV. In our calculation of thep-wave virtual
state, the pairing is taken to be inoperative. The only ene
scales left are the neutron-core binding energy (Enc) and the
n2n virtual state energy (Enn) in the p-wave three-body
virtual state~pygmy dipole state!.

As the input energies are fixed by the renormaliz
model, the generality of the present conclusions will not
affected by a potential that is more realistic. The correctio
due to the Pauli principle, between the halo and the c
neutrons, affect essentially the ground state. They are w
ened in thep-wave state due to the centrifugal barrier. W
have to consider that this is a short-range phenomenon
occurs for distances less than the core size~about'3 fm for
light-halo nuclei!. We believe that our results are valid eve
in the case where the spin of the core is nonzero. The res
show weak dependence on the mass difference of the
ticles, in a sense explained together with the numerical
sults. This is enough to suggest that the dependence on
details of the interactions cannot be larger.

In other contexts, the three-nucleon system has been s
ied with zero-range force models@11#. Such models suc
ceeded in explaining the qualitative properties of the thr
nucleon system and described the known correlati
between three-nucleon observables. The universality in
three-nucleon system means the independence of the c
lations to the details of the short-range nucleon-nucleon
tentials@11#.

Here, we use a notation appropriate for halo nuclei,n for
neutron andc for core. We would like to point out, howeve
that our approach is applicable to any three-particle sys
that interacts vias-wave short-range interactions, where tw
of the particles are identical. Thes-wave interaction for the
n2c potential is justified in the present analysis because
p-wave virtual state~if it exists! should have a very sma
energy. It would be sensitive to the properties of the z
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angular momentum two-particle state in the relative coor
nates. It was also observed in Ref.@19# ~when discussing
11Li) that even the three-body wave function with ans-wave
n2n correlation produces a ground state of the halo nu
with two or more shell-model configurations.

The energies of the two particle subsystem,Enn andEnc ,
can be virtual or bound. However, the extension to the s
ond energy sheet will be done through the cutting of
elastic scattering of the neutron and the bound neutron-c
subsystem. Thus, we are going to use the value of the vir
state energy,Enn5143 KeV, and the binding energy of th
neutron to the coreEnc in our calculations. We vary the cor
mass to study the light halo nuclei like11Li, 12Be, 18C,
and 20C.

The zero-range three-body integral equation, for
bound state of two identical particles and a core, is written
a generalization of the three-boson integral equation@20#. It
is composed of two coupled integral equations, in close a
ogy to the case of thes-wave separable potential model pr
sented in Ref.@13#. The antisymmetrization of the two oute
neutrons is satisfied because the spin couples to zero@5#. In
our approach the potential form factors and the correspo
ing strengths are replaced in the renormalization proced
by the two-body binding energiesEnn andEnc . In the case
of bound systems, these quantities are the separation e
gies. We distinguish these two cases by the followi
definition:

Knn[2AEnn, Knc[AEnc, ~1!

where1 refers to bound and2 to virtual state energies. Ou
units will be such that\51 and the nucleon mass,mn51.

After partial wave projection, thel-wave coupled integra
equations for the three-body system consisting of two n
trons and a core (n2n2c) are

xnn
l ~q!52tnn~q;E;Knn!E

0

`

dkG1
l ~q,k;E!xnc

l ~k!, ~2!

xnc
l ~q!5tnc~q;E;Knc!E

0

`

dk@G1
l ~k,q;E!xnn

l ~k!

1AcG2
l ~q,k;E!xnc

l ~k!#, ~3!

where

tnn~q;E;Knn!5
1

p FAE1
Ac12

4Ac
q22KnnG21

, ~4!

tnc~q;E;Knc!5
1

p S Ac11

2Ac
D 3/2

3FAE1
Ac12

2~Ac11!
q22KncG21

, ~5!
1-2
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G1
l ~q,k;E!52Ack

2

3E
21

1

dx
Pl~x!

2Ac~E1k2!1q2~Ac11!12Acqkx
,

~6!

G2
l ~q,k;E!52k2

3E
21

1

dx
Pl~x!

2AcE1~q21k2!~Ac11!12qkx
.

~7!

In the above equations,Ac is the core mass number andE is
the modulus of the energy of the three-body halo state.
we are concerned with nonzero angular momenta,
Thomas collapse does not appear and the momentum
gration can be extended to infinity. Forl .0 the short-range
three-body scale is not effective while the renormalization
the Faddeev equations is necessary forl 50. In the renormal-
ization procedure, forl 50, a momentum scale is introduce
usually as a subtraction point in the integral equations@14#.
Such a momentum scale qualitatively represents the inv
of the interaction radius@11#. The subtraction point goes t
infinity as the radius of the interaction decreases. So,
three-body model is renormalizable forl 50, requiring only
one three-body observable to be fixed@14# once the two-
body low-energy physical informations are given. T
scheme is invariant under renormalization group transfor
tions. However, forl .0, the original equations, as given b
Eqs.~2! and~3!, are well defined and the three-body obse
ables are completely determined by the two-body phys
scales related toKnn andKnc .

The analytic continuation of the scattering equations
the second energy sheet, for separable potentials, was e
sively discussed by Glo¨ckle @16#, and, in the zero-range
three-body model@20#, by Fredericoet al. @21#. The analyti-
cal continuation is performed through the two-body elas
scattering cut due to the neutron scattering on the bo
neutron-core subsystem. In Eq.~5!, the elastic scattering cu
comes through the pole of the neutron-core elastic scatte
amplitude. We then perform the analytic continuation of E
~2!–~7! to the second energy sheet. The spectator func
xnc

l (k) is substituted byxnc
l (k)/@Bv1@Ac12/2(Ac11)#k2#,

where Bv[Ev2Enc and Ev is the modulus of the virtua
state energy. The resulting coupled equations, in the sec
energy sheet, are given by

xnn
l ~q!52tnn~q;Ev ;Knn!

3F 2i ~Ac11!

pq~Ac12!
G1

l ~q,2 ikv ;Ev!xnc
l ~2 ikv!

1E
0

`

dk
G1

l ~q,k;Ev!xnc
l ~k!

Bv1
Ac12

2~Ac11!
k2 G , ~8!
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xnc
l ~q!5 t̄nc~q;Ev ;Knc!

2iAc~Ac11!

pq~Ac12!
G2

l

3~q,2 ikv ;Ev!xnc
l ~2 ikv!t̄nc~q;Ev ;Knc!

3E
0

`

dkS G1
l ~k,q;Ev!xnn

l ~k!

1
AcG2

l ~q,k;Ev!xnc
l ~k!

Bv1
Ac12

2~Ac11!
k2 D , ~9!

where the on-energy-shell momentum at the virtual stat
kv5A2(Ac11)/Ac12Bv, and

t̄nc~q;E;Knc!5
1

p S Ac11

2Ac
D 3/2FAE1

Ac12

2~Ac11!
q21KncG .

~10!

The cut of the elastic amplitude, given by the exchange
the core between the different possibilities of the bound co
neutron subsystems, is near the physical region of the p
related to the virtual state due to the small value ofEnc .
Corresponding to the first term of the right-hand side of E
~9!, the cut is obtained from the imaginary values ofk be-
tween the extreme poles of the free three-body Green’s fu
tion, G2

l (q,k,Ev), given by Eq.~7!:

2AcE1~q21k2!~Ac11!12qkx50, ~11!

where 21,x,1, q5k52 ikcut , and E5@Ac12/2(Ac

11)#kcut
2 1Enc . So, the cut is found at values ofE satisfying

2
Ac11

Ac
Enc.E.2

Ac11

Ac12
Enc . ~12!

FIG. 1. Scaling plot ofAc12/AcBv /Enc as a function of the
core mass numberAc for Enc5Enn . Bv[Ev2Enc , whereEv is the
p-wave virtual state energy, andEnc is the bound state energy of th
neutron-core subsystem.Enn is the virtual state energy of two neu
trons.
1-3
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The virtual state energyEv , in the second energy sheet,
found between the scattering threshold and the cut,Ev
,2(Ac11/Ac12)Enc , such that Bv[Ev2Enc,(Ac /Ac
12)Enc .

In the limit of zero-ranged interaction forp waves, the
only physical scales of the three-body system areEnn and
Enc . This implies thatBv5EncF(Enc /Enn ,Ac), whereF is
a scaling function to be determined by the solution of E
~8! and ~9!. However, due to the proximity of the cut to th
scattering threshold, it is reasonable to believe that it sho
have major importance in the formation of the virtual sta
with F(Enc /Enn ,Ac) being roughly independent of the rat
Enc /Enn . Another consequence of the dominance of the
in the virtual state energy, is that the ratioBv(Ac
12)/(EncAc) should have a soft dependence onAc .

In Fig. 1, the results of the virtual state energy are sho
in the form of the ratioBv(Ac12)/(EncAc) as a function of
the core massAc for Enc5Enn . The same numerical value
were chosen for then2n virtual andn2c bound state ener
gies. The calculations are presented for extreme variation
Ac , from 0.001 to 1000, while the ratio was changed by
factor equal to three. The other characteristic of the virt
state is the approximate independence ofBv(Ac
12)/(EncAc) on the ratioEnc /Enn . This is confirmed in
Fig. 2, where the calculations were performed for values
Enc /Enn between 0.01 and 1000.

FIG. 2. Scaling plot ofAc12/AcBv /Enc , as a function of
Enc /Enn , for Ac50.1, 10, and 100. The definitions are the same
in Fig. 1.
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The three-body halo nuclei11Li, 12Be, 18C, and20C have
the p-wave virtual state. In the case of11Li, we have artifi-
cially changed the virtual state of10Li to a bound state in
order to give the reader one value for a three-body virt
state when the binding energy of the neutron to the cor
about a few tenths of KeV. In Table I, we present our resu
The p-wave virtual state energy scales with the binding e
ergy of the neutron to the core. The values of the virtual st
energies are close to 1.7 times the values ofEnc .

In summary, we have discussed universal aspects
p-wave virtual states of three-body halo nuclei in the limit
a zero-range interaction. As shown, the values of thep-wave
virtual state energies are determined by the existence of s
ing properties of the three-bodyp-wave virtual state ener
gies, with respect to then2n virtual andn2c bound state
energies. Our conclusion is that the scaling functio
F(Enc /Enn ,Ac), which gives the virtual state energy asEv
5Enc@11F(Enc /Enn ,Ac)#, roughly does not depend on th
ratio Enc /Enn ; it is almost entirely determined byAc . From
the knowledge ofEnc , we have obtained thep-wave virtual
state energies for12Be, 18C, and 20C, which came out to be
about 1.7 times the corresponding neutron-core binding
ergies. These threshold dominated excited states, comm
called ‘‘pygmy resonances,’’ are, therefore, not resonance
all. They correspond to a manifestation of predominantly
pole final state interactions just as in the two-body case
the most well-known halo nucleus, the deuteron@22#.

Our thanks to Fundac¸ão de Amparo a` Pesquisa do Estad
de São Paulo~FAPESP! and Conselho Nacional de Dese
volvimento Cientı´fico e Tecnolo´gico ~CNPq! of Brazil for
partial support.
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TABLE I. p-wave virtual state energiesEv of light-halo nuclei.
The binding energies of the neutron to the coreEnc are obtained
from the central values given in Ref.@7#. For 20C, we also use
another value for the binding energy of a neutron to19C (Enc

55306130 KeV! from Ref. @18#. Ac is the core mass number an
Bv[Ev2Enc .

Nucleus Ac Enc ~KeV! Ev ~KeV! Bv(Ac12)/(EncAc)

11Li 9 50 79.54 0.7221
12Be 10 504 813.65 0.7373
18C 16 729 1227.54 0.7694
20C 18 162 274.36 0.7706
20C 18 530 900.30 0.7763
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